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Visit of Manarola, the colorful cliff-side Borgo
Enjoy the wonderful Borgo and taste the good wines of 5 Terre, including famous Sciacchetrà!

Manarola is a small fishing town in the province of La Spezia, Liguria, northern Italy, that spills down a ravine to the wild
and rugged coastline at the Ligurian sea. Manarola is one of the five tiny towns in a section of the Italian Riviera known as
Cinque Terre. Cinque Terre, which translates to "five lands," refers to five villages that are all connected by a walking path:
Monterosso al Mare, Vernazza, Corniglia, Manarola, and Riomaggiore.
Manarola is the oldest and the second smallest of the towns in the Cinque Terre, with the cornerstone of the church, San
Lorenzo, dating from 1338. On the west end, there is a little harbor and on the east side lies the San Lorenzo church and a
square where the townsmen meet for various activities. And as most of Cinque Terre, there are vineyards everywhere.
The tiny harbor at Manarola features a boat ramp, picturesque buildings tripping down the ravine and the town's swimming
hole. Although there is no real beach here, it has some of the best deep-water swimming around. A ladder up the rocks and a
shower are provided for those who love a little adventuresome swimming.
After the visit you will taste 3 good wines of Manarola cellar, including Sciacchetrà.

 

A partire da: euro
Servizi inclusi: 

- Transfers by car, minivan or GT coach as per scheduled itinerary
- English speaking guide during visit of the borgo of Manarola (2 hrs)
- Visit of a cellar and wines tasting, including  typical “Sciacchetrà”
- English speaking tour leader for the whole tour (only for groups of minimum 8 people up)
- VAT and Taxes

 

Servizi non inclusi: 

- Gratuities and personal expenses
- Entrance tickets to churches, monuments and parks, if expected
- Anything else is not listed under “Services included”

 

Partenza:
Arrivo:
Mezzi di trasporto:
Min pax:
URL di origine: http://www.bitn.it/visit-manarola-colorful-cliff-side-borgo
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